The start of something new...
Brewery Dilewyns is a young family owned brewery arisen from the passion for beer of founder Vincent
Dilewyns and his four daughters. In 2005 the first Vicaris beers were born. After 5 successful years, family
Dilewyns started their own ultra-modern brewery in Dendermonde.
Today, the brewery is led by Vincent and two of his daughters, Anne-Cathérine and Claire Dilewyns. The
family brewery brews five beers: Vicaris Tripel, Vicaris Generaal, Vicaris Winter, Vicaris Tripel/Gueuze
and Vicaris Quinto.

Navigate your way around our collection of beers!
Vicaris Tripel

Vicaris Generaal

8,5 Vol. % Alc.

8,5 Vol. % Alc.

Vicaris Tripel is an elegantly balanced soft beer with a
fruity touch. The beer is
neither bitter nor too sweet.
This makes it accessible for
each beer lover. The wonderful after taste results from a rich hop and
malt taste.

Vicaris Generaal is a red
brownish beer with a
beautifully tinted creamy
head. This Generaal with
an evolution of taste is a
beer for trained beer
lovers who prefer a hearty dark beer.
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Vicaris Tripel was the first beer
of brewery Dilewyns and
forms the basis for the other
beers.
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First and foremost, quality
All Vicaris beers are brewn 100% naturally,
unfiltered, not centrifuged and not pasteurized.
The best ingredients have been selected to brew
this high quality beer. Beers of high fermentation with secondary fermentation in bottle and
barrel.

Vicaris Quinto
5 Vol. % Alc.

Vicaris Winter
10 Vol. % Alc.

Quinto or ‘fifth’ in Italian, refers to the fifth
Vicaris beer, the percentage of alcohol and the
Italian brewing equipment.

Vicaris Quinto is a top
fermented, bottle conditioned golden blond beer.
Based on the recipe of
Vicaris Tripel it has the same
softness and openness. The
beer has a rich aroma,
creamy head and only
5 Vol % Alc.

Vicaris Generaal has a
pronounced character thanks
to the use of several hops
and roasted malt.

Vicaris Tripel/Gueuze
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Vicaris Winter is a dark
brown beer with a wide taste
palette. The winter beer is the only
Vicaris beer with spices other than
hops. The extra spices provide the warm
mouthfeel during cold and cozy winter
evenings.

Vicaris Winter is only
available in the winter (for
as long as stocks last).
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7 Vol. % Alc.

Vicaris Tripel/Gueuze is a
complex
combination
of
Vicaris Tripel and gueuze. The
fruity and soft characteristics are
derived of Vicaris Tripel. The beer gets its
fresh and subtle sourness from the gueuze.

Vicaris Tripel/Gueuze is
only available in the
summer (for as long as
stocks last).

